
ROBERT GRENIER / CAREER NARRATIVE

I was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota on August 4, 1941, attending public schools there and
graduating from Roosevelt High in June 1959.  I was tri-captain of the basketball team (All-
City, 1959) and captain of the State Champion golf team the same year.  Though Gail
Omvedt (who did not participate in sports, and so, in theory, had more time to study?) was
widely rumored to be ‘the smartest’ and bettered me slightly in G.P.A., the 1959 Roosevelt
High Yearbook shows that my classmates elected me “Athlete of the Year” and “Most
Likely to Succeed.”

I held a Harvard Club of Minnesota Scholarship to Harvard College (entering Harvard in
Fall 1959) and Harvard College Scholarships in subsequent years, graduating (after a two-
year leave of absence) in June 1965 cum laude in English and American Literature.  From
Fall 1962 to Spring 1965, I studied with Robert Lowell (in his Advanced Poetry Writing
course and in two tutorials), published in The Harvard Advocate, won the Hatch Prize (for
lyric poetry) in 1965, and was twice awarded the Harvard Monthly Prize (most promising
writer in most advanced writing course, judge: Robert Lowell) in 1964 and 1965.

I think it must have been through Lowell’s recommendation that I was awarded a Program
Fellowship from the Program in Creative Writing (a.k.a. the Writers’ Workshop), where I
enrolled as a graduate student at the University of Iowa in Fall 1965, studying principally
with George Starbuck, Marvin Bell, Gayatri Spivak, Fred Will and Anselm Hollo, receiving
their M.F.A. degree in June 1968 (G.P.A. 4.00).

In between my two years at Iowa, from September 1966 to September 1967, I lived in
France and England (where my daughter Amy was born), holding an Amy Lowell Traveling
Scholarship (administered by the Trustees of the Will of Amy Lowell, but the doing of
William Alfred, at one point my tutor at Harvard).

Directly from Iowa (in retrospect, a marvel to me, for at that time I had written next-to-
nothing/published one book of ‘apprentice work’), I began my first teaching position as
Visiting Poet at the University of California/Berkeley.  During my two years at Berkeley
(Fall 1968 to Spring 1970, in the midst of protests against the Vietnam War), I taught
Advanced Poetry Writing and Contemporary American Poetry, and twice judged the Joseph
Henry Jackson Prize competition (with fiction writer Leonard Michaels).

Subsequent academic positions have included a year at Tufts University in Medford,
Massachusetts, 1970-1971 (where I taught Modern American Poetry and Poetry Writing),
five years at Franconia College, an ‘experimental’ school in northern New Hampshire,
1971-1976 (where I taught and team-taught a whole range of literature and writing courses,
advised The Franconia Review, and sponsored visits to campus by a number of poets
(including Robert Creeley, Larry Eigner, John Ashbery & Louis Zukofsky)), three years at
New College of California in San Francisco, 1980-1983 (where I taught in the Graduate
Poetics Program), and a year at Mills College in Oakland, 2002-2003 (where I taught
Modern Poetry and Poetry Writing in their M.F.A. program).



In the winter of 1971, with Barrett Watten (who had been my student at Berkeley), I co-
founded the little magazine This (often cited as the beginning of the Language Writing
movement in American literature), co-editing, typing and laying out This 2 and This 3 in the
Franconia College printshop.

I have held two Fellowships For Creative Writers from The National Endowment For The
Arts, one in 1979-1980 ($10,000) and a second in 1984-1985 ($20,000).

I’ve given poetry readings, lectured and presented my poems as slides (and recently as
computer-projected images) to be seen and interpreted at many different venues, including:
UC Berkeley, the University of Pennsylvania, SUNY/Buffalo, the University of Maine
(Orono), The St. Mark’s Poetry Project, Anthology Film Archive, Columbia University,
Marianne Boesky Gallery (in New York), The Bury (Lancashire) Museum & Art Gallery,
Double Change (in Paris), Centre International de Poésie Marseille, Redcat (in Los
Angeles), the Detroit Art Institute, Mills College, the Bolinas (California) Public Library,
Woodland Pattern (in Milwaukee), The Frost Place (in Franconia, NH) and San Francisco
State University.

An archive of my materials (the Robert Grenier Papers, collection #M1082) exists in the
Department of Special Collections in The Stanford University Libraries.

Two university-sponsored/faculty-administered Internet sites (the Electronic Poetry Center
at SUNY/Buffalo & PennSound at the University of Pennsylvania) currently provide Robert
Grenier ‘author pages’, where links to a good deal of work by and about me may be found:
http://epc.buffalo.edu/authors/grenier/ and
http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Grenier.php.

                                *          *          *

In retrospect, I realize I’ve never understood my life in the materials of poetry as a ‘career’
in the modern sense, more as a sort of (medieval) apprenticeship . . . actually three
‘apprenticeships’ . . . in the service of a ‘calling’ of some kind.  At Harvard I studied with
Robert Lowell for three years, and so saw first-hand what the life of a ‘poet’ was, and how
much it was lived within a tradition (i.e., Lowell’s example of really living as a poet in
direct/daily relation to what was in his mind, as a result of years of ‘study’, from active
remembrance of whatever it was mattered to him (e.g., Thomas Hardy), from his total
absorption in what had been written in English (& other poetries, too), then undertaking the
responsibility to turn that ‘lens’ and capacity/formal skill toward engagement with
contemporary particulars, in a language ‘all one’s own’—in effect demonstrating, for me,
Pound’s imperative “Make It New”).  Then (actually this was nearly contemporaneous,
since I had read & visited Creeley first, in Albuquerque in May 1962, during a leave of
absence from Harvard) there was another ‘learning of forms’ through what seemed
‘immediate recognition’ of ‘myself’ in my attention to what was being said/how it was being
sounded and lined out in the early poems of Robert Creeley (issuing eventually, from the



relation between us which had developed, in Creeley’s asking me to edit his first Selected
Poems (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1975) & leading directly to my own (‘early &
late’) work).  Thirdly, there was my relation with Larry Eigner (who’d been “palsied from
hard birth,” as he put it), which began with my reading of his book On My Eyes (Jargon
Press, 1960)(probably in the Grolier Book Shop in Cambridge in fall 1962?), and led to my
teaching of his work at Berkeley, Tufts, etc., and to me beginning to type his poems up for
him (as ‘finished copies’, for publication in magazines & books) in January 1971, then later
to my literally caring for him for ten years in Berkeley in the 1980’s (as his ‘provider’ as the
State of California called it)(keeping Larry alive as much a ‘Service to Literature’, in my
mind at the time, as teaching his poems had been) and to my editing (with him) of three of
his books, and eventually, after his death, to the editing/making and publication of the four-
volume Collected Poems of Larry Eigner (Stanford U Press, 2010) . . . and leading (under
the ‘sign’ of Pound’s “Make It New”), I believe—from the labor I had done for Larry, which
enforced my recognition of his typewritten letters as calligraphic ‘marks in space’, by
‘creative transformation’—to the investigation of space/drawn-letters-in-space-of-a-
notebook’s-page, in my own later/ongoing color drawing poems.

So, there were the Three of them . . . who (directly & personally, & through demonstration
in their works) gave me my ‘life in letters’ . . .  By an old convention/‘understanding among
the parties’, all I have to do is ‘carry on’, in my ‘own way’ (in my proceeding
drawing/writing/thinking in the drawing poems), and ‘do that well’ (even this Gross Attempt
To Gain Funding, so that I may continue to live & write—write that!) . . .  But it has to be
always ‘cognizant’ of them/what they wrote and did and ‘stood for’, and be (somehow)
(impossible!) ‘as good as them’ . . . by honoring them by being ‘another further thing’ that
surely one or another of them (were they only Alive—but  unfortunately all 3 are Gone—&
there’s a strange Silence-All-Round!) might well not be able or inclined to read . . .  (Maybe
all three would delight in it . . . ?)  (Or one might get suddenly MAD (in ‘Heaven’), for no
reason—about something I didn’t do, for him—or about something I didn’t accomplish in
my own writing, before I died, according to him !)

I don’t have the experience that this kind of commitment to the Art of Poetry (through an
‘apprenticeship’ in some sort of medieval/contemporary craft to be learned by going to study
with one or more of its practitioners/‘adepts’ and learning by ‘doing their bidding’ &
looking/listening, then taking that capacity/‘skill’ off a little distance toward another place &
over there making an ‘entirely new thing’ of different use to the populace (maybe)—as
Pound did when he undertook to be Yeats’ ‘secretary’) has any longer any more
contemporary relevance in our Age of Careers in Poetry (even if there are no good jobs!)
than it ever had . . . save among that bunch of Weirdo Poets that did it (not that I’m
suggesting that they ‘shouldn’t have done it’ or that they ‘weren’t any help’!)—in fact, I
make every attempt to be ‘active’ every (other) day, myself (if I so desire!), in my further
studies and writing in ‘Drawing Poem World’ ! . . .


